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May 21, 2018
Nektony today releases Duplicate File Finder version 5.3 for macOS. Duplicate Finder can help
anyone find and delete all duplicate files en masse. Files are categorized by types for images,
videos, music, archives, documents & more. Every found file is displayed in a corresponding
category with its location on the hard drive, a quick link to the Finder, as well with file preview.
Version 5.3 allows users to easily organize and clean up tons of duplicates on Mac and on any
external hard drive.
Odesa, Ukraine - Nektony today is proud to announce the release of Duplicate File Finder
version 5.3. The application is addressed to those who are looking for the simplest way to
remove duplicate content on macOS. Apart from the main option, the app allows users to
compare similar folders and merge them, to view duplicates' removal history and even to select
duplicates in bulk.
Usually, computer users may not even guess how many duplicate files exist on their disks and the
significant space they take up on hard drives. Manual searching for duplicates is not so easy and
takes up so much time. That's why Duplicate File Finder was created and new useful features for
quick organizing and removing duplicates were added. Here are some of them:
●

Select Duplicates in Folder - quickly select duplicates in bulk in particular folders

●

Merge Folders - find similar folders, compare duplicate and unique files in them and
merge the content

●

View Duplicates' Removal History - restore removed duplicates from Trash

All you need do to find duplicates is to add multiple folders or disks and click to start scanning
them. In less than a minute, the app will provide a visual report of all the duplicates found.
Moreover, the app can find hidden duplicate files and similar folders. With a wide set of the app's
features, it's super easy and quick to get rid of unneeded duplicates: cleanup hints, file sorting,
file previews, smart autoselect, select/keep options and others.
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System Requirements:
* OS X 10.9 or later
* 64-bit processor
* 15.5 MB

Pricing and Availability:
Duplicate File Finder 5.3 is Free to download from the Mac App Store and allows the users to
remove duplicates files. The Pro version is available with in-App purchase for $4.99 (USD) and
allows the users to remove duplicate folders and merge folders.

About Nektony
Nektony is a software development company with a passion for Apple technologies and
products, and a commitment to release functional, stable, and efficient applications for all Mac
fans. The company's software development experience allows it to work on projects of nearly any
complexity and create products with outstanding usability. Copyright (C) 2011 Nektony. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the
U.S. and/or other countries.
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